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The early part of the gravitational wave signal of binary neutron-star inspirals can potentially yield
robust information on the nuclear equation of state. The influence of a star’s internal structure on the
waveform is characterized by a single parameter: the tidal deformability , which measures the star’s
quadrupole deformation in response to the companion’s perturbing tidal field. We calculate  for a wide
range of equations of state and find that the value of  spans an order of magnitude for the range of
equation of state models considered. An analysis of the feasibility of discriminating between neutron-star
equations of state with gravitational wave observations of the early part of the inspiral reveals that the
measurement error in  increases steeply with the total mass of the binary. Comparing the errors with the
expected range of , we find that Advanced LIGO observations of binaries at a distance of 100 Mpc will
probe only unusually stiff equations of state, while the proposed Einstein Telescope is likely to see a clean
tidal signature.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The observation of inspiraling binary neutron stars
(NSs) with ground-based gravitational wave detectors
such as LIGO and Virgo may provide significantly more
information about neutron-star structure, and the highly
uncertain equation of state (EOS) of neutron-star matter,
than is currently available. The available electromagnetic
observations of neutron stars provide weak constraints
from properties such as the star’s mass, spin, and gravita-
tional redshift (see for example [1,2]). Simultaneous mea-
surements of both the mass and radius of a neutron star [3–
7], on the other hand, have the potential to make signifi-
cantly stronger constraints. These measurements, however,
depend on detailed modeling of the radiation mechanisms
at the neutron-star surface and absorption in the interstellar
medium, and are subject to systematic uncertainties.
Another possibility for obtaining information about the
neutron-star EOS is from the inspiral of binary neutron
stars due to gravitational radiation. The tidal distortion of
neutron stars in a binary system links the EOS describing
neutron-star matter to the gravitational wave emission
during the inspiral. Initial estimates showed that for
LIGO, tidal effects change the phase evolution only at
the end of inspiral, and that point-particle post-
Newtonian waveforms can be used for template-based
detection [8–10]. With the projected sensitivities of later-
generation detectors, however, effects which can be ne-
glected for the purpose of detection may become measur-
able in the strongest observed signals.
While EOS effects are largest during the late inspiral and
merger of two neutron stars where numerical simulations
must be used to predict the signal, Flanagan and Hinderer
showed that a small but clean tidal signature arises in the
inspiral below 400 Hz [11]. This signature amounts to a
phase correction which can be described in terms of a
single EOS-dependent tidal deformability parameter ,
namely, the ratio of each star’s induced quadrupole to the
tidal field of its companion. The fact that the EOS depen-
dence enters only via a single parameter was worked out
previously in the context of Newtonian gravity in
Refs. [8,12]. The parameter  depends on the EOS via
both the NS radius R and a dimensionless quantity k2,
called the Love number [13–15]:  ¼ 2=ð3GÞk2R5.
The relativistic Love numbers of polytropic1 EOS were
examined first by Flanagan and Hinderer [11,16] and later
by others in more detail [17,18]. Flanagan and Hinderer
also examined the measurability of the tidal deformability
of polytropes and suggested that Advanced LIGO could
start to place interesting constraints on  for nearby events.
However, they used incorrect values for k2, which over-
1Polytropes are often written in two forms. The first form is
expressed as p ¼ K1þ1=n, where p is the pressure,  is the
energy density, K is a pressure constant, and n is the polytropic
index. The second form is given by p ¼ K1þ1=n, where  is the
rest-mass density, defined as the baryon number density times
the baryon rest mass. The first form was mainly used in the
recent papers [16–18]. However, the second form is more
commonly used in the neutron-star literature and is more closely
tied to the thermodynamics of a Fermi gas. We will use both
forms as was done in Ref. [17].
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estimated  by a factor of2–3 and were therefore overly
optimistic about the potential measurability. In addition,
polytropes are known to be a poor approximation to the
neutron-star equation of state, and there may be significant
differences in the tidal deformability between polytropes
and ‘‘realistic’’ EOS. In this paper, we calculate the de-
formability for realistic EOS, and show that a tidal signa-
ture is actually only marginally detectable with Advanced
LIGO.
In Sec. II we describe how the Love number and tidal
deformability can be calculated for tabulated EOS. We use
the equations for k2 developed in [16], which arise from a
linear perturbation of the Oppenheimer-Volkoff (OV)
equations of hydrostatic equilibrium. In Sec. III we then
calculate k2 and  as a function of mass for several EOS
commonly found in the literature. We find that, in contrast
to the Love number, the tidal deformability has a wide
range of values, spanning roughly an order of magnitude
over the observed mass range of neutron stars in binary
systems.
As discussed above, the direct practical importance of
the stars’ tidal deformability for gravitational wave obser-
vations of NS binary inspirals is that it encodes the EOS
influence on the waveform’s phase evolution during the
early portion of the signal, where it is accurately modeled
by post-Newtonian (PN) methods. In this regime, the in-
fluence of tidal effects is only a small correction to the
point-mass dynamics. However, when the signal is inte-
grated against a theoretical waveform template over many
cycles, even a small contribution to the phase evolution can
be detected and could give information about the NS
structure.
Following [11], we calculate in Sec. IV the measurabil-
ity of the tidal deformability for a wide range of equal- and
unequal-mass binaries, covering the entire expected range
of NS masses and EOS, and with proposed detector sensi-
tivity curves for second- and third- generation detectors.
We show that the tidal signature is optimistically detect-
able in Advanced LIGO only for binaries with neutron-star
masses below 1:4M. In third-generation detectors, how-
ever, the tenfold increase in sensitivity allows a finer
discrimination between equations of state leading to po-
tential measurability of a large portion of proposed EOSs
over most of the expected neutron-star mass range.
We conclude by briefly considering how the errors could
be improved with a more careful analysis of the detectors
and extension of the understanding of EOS effects to
higher frequencies.
Finally, in the Appendix we compute the leading-order
EOS-dependent corrections to our model of the tidal effect
and derive explicit expressions for the resulting corrections
to the waveform’s phase evolution, extending the analysis
of Ref. [11]. Estimates of the size of the phase corrections
show that the main source of error are post-1 Newtonian
corrections to the Newtonian tidal effect itself, which are
approximately twice as large as other, EOS-dependent
corrections at a frequency of 450 Hz. Since these point-
particle corrections do not depend on unknown NS physics,
they can easily be incorporated into the analysis. A deri-
vation of the explicit post-Newtonian correction terms is
the subject of Ref. [19].
Conventions: We set G ¼ c ¼ 1.
II. CALCULATION OF THE LOVE NUMBER AND
TIDAL DEFORMABILITY
As in [11,16], we consider a static, spherically symmet-
ric star, placed in a static external quadrupolar tidal field
Eij. To linear order, we define the tidal deformability 
relating the star’s induced quadrupole moment Qij to the
external tidal field,
Qij ¼ Eij: (1)
The coefficient  is related to the l ¼ 2 dimensionless tidal
Love number k2 by
k2 ¼ 32R5: (2)
The star’s quadrupole moment Qij and the external tidal
field Eij are defined to be coefficients in an asymptotic
expansion of the total metric at large distances r from the
star. This expansion includes, for the metric component gtt
in asymptotically Cartesian, mass-centered coordinates,
the standard gravitational potential m=r, plus two
leading-order terms arising from the perturbation, one
describing an external tidal field growing with r2 and one
describing the resulting tidal distortion decaying with r3:
 ð1þ gttÞ
2
¼ m
r
 3Qij
2r3
ninj þ    þ Eij
2
r2ninj
þ    ; (3)
where ni ¼ xi=r and Qij and Eij are both symmetric and
traceless. The relative size of these multipole components
of the perturbed spacetime gives the constant  relating
the quadrupole deformation to the external tidal field as in
Eq. (1).
To compute the metric (3), we use the method discussed
in [16]. We consider the problem of a linear static pertur-
bation expanded in spherical harmonics following [20].
Without loss of generality we can set the azimuthal number
m ¼ 0, as the tidal deformation will be axisymmetric
around the line connecting the two stars which we take
as the axis for the spherical harmonic decomposition. Since
we will be interested in applications to the early stage of
binary inspirals, we will also specialize to the leading order
for tidal effects, l ¼ 2.
Introducing a linear l ¼ 2 perturbation onto the spheri-
cally symmetric star results in a static (zero-frequency),
even-parity perturbation of the metric, which in the Regge-
Wheeler gauge [21] can be simplified [16] to give
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ds2 ¼ e2ðrÞ½1þHðrÞY20ð;’Þdt2
þ e2ðrÞ½1HðrÞY20ð; ’Þdr2
þ r2½1 KðrÞY20ð;’Þðd2 þ sin2d’2Þ; (4)
where KðrÞ is related to HðrÞ by K0ðrÞ ¼ H0ðrÞ þ
2HðrÞ0ðrÞ. Here primes denote derivatives with
respect to r. The corresponding perturbations of the perfect
fluid stress-energy tensor components are T00 ¼
ðrÞY20ð;’Þ and Tii ¼ pðrÞY20ð; ’Þ, where  is
the energy density and p the pressure. The function HðrÞ
satisfies the differential equation

 6e
2
r2
 2ð0Þ2 þ 200 þ 3
r
0 þ 7
r
0  200
þ f
r
ð0 þ0Þ

H þ

2
r
þ0 0

H0 þH00 ¼ 0: (5)
Here f is given by
 ¼ fp (6)
which for slow changes in matter configurations corre-
sponds to f ¼ d=dp.
The method of calculating the tidal perturbation for a
general equation of state table is similar to the method of
calculating moment of inertia in the slow rotation approxi-
mation [22]. The specific implementation we use follows
the moment of inertia calculation in Appendix A of [1], via
an augmentation of the OV system of equations2:
e2 ¼

1 2mr
r
1
; (7)
d
dr
¼  1
þ p
dp
dr
; (8)
dp
dr
¼ ðþ pÞmr þ 4r
3p
rðr 2mrÞ ; (9)
dmr
dr
¼ 4r2: (10)
The second-order differential equation for H is separated
into a first-order system of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) in terms of the usual OV quantities mr,
3 pðrÞ, and
ðpÞ, as well as the additional functions HðrÞ, ðrÞ ¼
dH=dr, and the equation of state function fðpÞ (recall f ¼
d=dp):
dH
dr
¼ ; (11)
d
dr
¼ 2

1 2mr
r
1
H

2½5þ 9pþ fðþ pÞ þ 3
r2
þ 2

1 2mr
r
1mr
r2
þ 4rp

2

þ 2
r

1 2mr
r
11þmr
r
þ 2r2ð pÞ

:
(12)
These are combined with Eqs. (7)–(10), and the augmented
system is solved simultaneously. The system is integrated
outward starting just outside the center using the expan-
sions HðrÞ ¼ a0r2 and ðrÞ ¼ 2a0r as r! 0. The con-
stant a0 determines how much the star is deformed and can
be chosen arbitrarily as it cancels in the expression for the
Love number. The ODE for HðrÞ outside the star, where
T	 ¼ 0, has a general solution in terms of associated
Legendre functions Q22ðr=m 1Þ  r3 at large r, and
P22ðr=m 1Þ  r2 at large r. The boundary conditions
that determine the unique choice of this solution follow
from matching the interior and exterior solutions and their
first derivatives at the boundary of the star, where r ¼ R.
By comparison with Eq. (3), the coefficients of the external
solution can then be identified with the axisymmetric tidal
field and quadrupole moment via EY20ð; ’Þ ¼ Eijninj,
and QY20ð;’Þ ¼ Qijninj ¼ Eijninj as was done in
[16]. Here, E and Q are the magnitudes of the l ¼ 2, m ¼
0 spherical harmonic coefficients of the tidal tensor and
quadrupole moment, respectively.
Defining the quantity
y ¼ RðRÞ
HðRÞ (13)
for the internal solution, the l ¼ 2 Love number is
k2 ¼ 8C
5
5
ð1 2CÞ2½2þ 2Cðy 1Þ  y
 f2C½6 3yþ 3Cð5y 8Þ
þ 4C3½13 11yþ Cð3y 2Þ þ 2C2ð1þ yÞ
þ 3ð1 2CÞ2½2 yþ 2Cðy 1Þ lnð1 2CÞg1;
(14)
where C ¼ m=R is the compactness of the star.
For stars with a nonzero density at the surface (for
example strange quark matter or an incompressible n ¼
0 polytrope), the term ðf=rÞð0 þ0Þ in Eq. (5) blows up
at the surface r ¼ R and H0ðrÞ is no longer continuous
across the surface. Following the discussion in [23] for an
n ¼ 0 polytrope, this discontinuity leads to an extra term in
the expression above for y:
y ¼ RðRÞ
HðRÞ 
4R3
m
; (15)
where  is the density just inside the surface.
2Here we present the equations in terms of the radial coor-
dinate r; the extension to the enthalpy variable 
 used in [1] is
straightforward.
3We use mr for the mass enclosed within radius r instead of
mðrÞ to avoid confusion with the total mass of the star, which we
will label m.
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III. LOVE NUMBERS AND TIDAL
DEFORMABILITIES FOR CANDIDATE EOS
Differences between candidate EOS can have a signifi-
cant effect on the tidal interactions of neutron stars. In this
paper we consider a sample of EOS from Refs. [1,24] with
a variety of generation methods and particle species. The
sample is chosen to include EOS with the largest range of
behaviors for k2ðm=RÞ, k2ðmÞ, and ðmÞ rather than to
fairly represent the different generation methods. We also
restrict ourselves to stars with a maximum mass greater
than 1:5M, which is conservatively low given recent
neutron-star mass observations [25–29]. We consider 7
EOS with just normal npe matter (SLY [30], AP1 and
AP3 [31], FPS [32], MPA1 [33], MS1 and MS2 [34]), 8
EOS that also incorporate some combination of hyperons,
pion condensates, and quarks (PS [35], BGN1H1 [36],
GNH3 [37], H1 and H4 [38], PCL2 [39], ALF1 and
ALF2 [40]), and 3 self-bound strange quark matter EOS
(SQM1–3 [41]). A brief description of these EOS and their
properties can be found in [1,24].
The generic behavior of the Love number k2 is shown in
the top panel of Fig. 1 as a function of compactness m=R
for different types of EOS. The two types of polytropes,
energy and rest-mass density polytropes, are shown in gray.
They coincide in the limit m=R! 0 where !  as the
star’s density goes to zero, and in the limit n! 0 where
ðpÞ and ðpÞ are both constant. This can be seen from the
first law of thermodynamics,
d


¼ pd 1

; (16)
which relates  to .
The sequences labeled ‘‘Normal’’ correspond to the 15
EOS with a standard nuclear matter crust, and the 3 se-
quences labeled ‘‘SQM’’ correspond to the crustless EOS
SQM1–3 where the pressure is zero below a few times
nuclear density. Within these two classes, there is little
variation in behavior, so we do not explicitly label each
candidate EOS.
The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows k2ðmÞ for the realistic
EOS, which is more astrophysically relevant because mass,
not compactness, is the measurable quantity during binary
inspiral. Unlike the quantity k2ðm=RÞ, k2ðmÞ depends on
the constant K for polytropes, so polytropic EOS are not
shown. There is more variation in k2 for fixed mass than for
fixed compactness.
The behavior of these curves can be understood as
follows: The Love number k2 measures how easily the
bulk of the matter in a star is deformed. If most of the
star’s mass is concentrated at the center (centrally con-
densed), the tidal deformation will be smaller. For poly-
tropes, matter with a higher polytropic index n is softer and
more compressible, so these polytropes are more centrally
condensed. As a result, k2 decreases as n increases. The
limiting case n ¼ 0 represents a uniform density star and
has the largest Love number possible. The Love number
also decreases with increasing compactness, and from
Eq. (14) it can be seen that k2 vanishes at the compactness
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FIG. 1 (color online). Top panel: Love number as a function of
compactness. Gray dotted curves are energy density polytropes
(p ¼ K1þ1=n), and gray solid curves are rest-mass density
polytropes (p ¼ K1þ1=n). Both polytropes are the same for
n ¼ 0. EOS with only npe matter are solid and those that
also incorporate =hyperon=quark matter are dot dashed. The
three SQM EOS are dashed and overlap. They approach the n ¼
0 curve at low compactness, where k2 has a maximum value of
0.75 as m=R! 0. Bottom panel: Love number as a function of
mass for the same set of realistic EOS. Note that there is more
variation in k2 between different EOS for fixed mass than for
fixed compactness.
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of a black hole (m=R ¼ 0:5) regardless of the EOS-
dependent quantity y [17,18].
Normal matter EOS behave approximately as polytropes
for large compactness. However, for smaller compactness,
the softer crust becomes a greater fraction of the star, so the
star is more centrally condensed and k2 smaller. For strange
quark matter, the EOS is extremely stiff near the minimum
density, and the star behaves approximately as an n ¼ 0
polytrope for small compactness. As the central density
and compactness increase, the softer part of the EOS has
a larger effect, and the star becomes more centrally
condensed.
The parameter that is directly measurable by gravita-
tional wave observations of a binary neutron-star inspiral is
proportional to the tidal deformability , which is shown
for each candidate EOS in Fig. 2. The values of  for the
candidate EOS show a much wider range of behaviors than
for k2 because  is proportional to k2R
5, and the candidate
EOS produce a wide range of radii (9.4–15.5 km for a
1:4M star for normal EOS and 8.9–10.9 km for the SQM
EOS). See Table I.
For normal matter,  becomes large for stars near the
minimum mass configuration at roughly 0:1M because
they have a large radius. For masses in the expected mass
range for binary inspirals, there are several differences
between EOS with only npe matter and those with con-
densates. EOS with condensates have, on average, a larger
, primarily because they have, on average, larger radii.
The quark hybrid EOS ALF1 with a small radius (9.9 km
for a 1:4M star) and the nuclear matter only EOSs MS1
andMS2 with large radii (14.9 and 14.5 km, respectively, at
1:4M) are exceptions to this trend.
TABLE I. Properties of a 1:4M neutron star for the 18 EOS
discussed in the text.
EOS R (km) m=R k2 ð1036 g cm2 s2Þ
SLY 11.74 0.176 0.0763 1.70
AP1 9.36 0.221 0.0512 0.368
AP3 12.09 0.171 0.0858 2.22
FPS 10.85 0.191 0.0663 1.00
MPA1 12.47 0.166 0.0924 2.79
MS1 14.92 0.139 0.110 8.15
MS2 13.71 0.151 0.0883 4.28
PS 15.47 0.134 0.104 9.19
BGN1H1 12.90 0.160 0.0868 3.10
GNH3 14.20 0.146 0.0867 5.01
H1 12.86 0.161 0.0738 2.59
H4 13.76 0.150 0.104 5.13
PCL2 11.76 0.176 0.0577 1.30
ALF1 9.90 0.209 0.0541 0.513
ALF2 13.19 0.157 0.107 4.28
SQM1 8.86 0.233 0.098 0.536
SQM2 10.03 0.206 0.136 1.38
SQM3 10.87 0.190 0.166 2.52
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FIG. 2. Tidal deformability  of a single neutron star as a
function of neutron-star mass for a range of realistic EOS. The
top figure shows EOS that only include npe matter; the middle
figure shows EOS that also incorporate =hyperon=
quark matter; the bottom figure shows strange quark matter
EOS. The dashed lines between the various shaded regions
represent the expected uncertainties in measuring  for an
equal-mass binary inspiral at a distance of D ¼ 100 Mpc as it
passes through the gravitational wave frequency range 10–
450 Hz. Observations with Advanced LIGO will be sensitive
to  in the unshaded region, while the Einstein Telescope will be
able to measure  in the unshaded and light shaded regions. See
text.
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For strange quark matter stars, there is no minimum
mass, so the radius (and therefore ) approaches zero as
the mass approaches zero. At larger masses, the tidal
deformability of SQM stars remains smaller than most
normal matter stars because, despite having large Love
numbers, the radii of SQM stars are typically smaller.
Error estimates  for an equal-mass binary inspiral at
100 Mpc are also shown in Fig. 2 for both Advanced LIGO
and the Einstein Telescope. They will be discussed in the
next section.
IV. MEASURING EFFECTS ON GRAVITATIONAL
RADIATION
We wish to calculate the contribution from realistic tidal
effects to the phase evolution and resulting gravitational
wave spectrum of an inspiraling neutron-star binary. In the
secular limit, where the orbital period is much shorter than
the gravitational radiation reaction time scale, we consider
the tidal contribution to the energy E and energy flux
dE=dt for a quasicircular inspiral using the formalism
developed by Flanagan and Hinderer [11], which adds
the following leading-order terms to the post-Newtonian
point-particle corrections (PN-PP corr.):
EðxÞ ¼  1
2
M
x

1þ ðPN-PP corr:Þ
 9m2
m1
1
M5
x5 þ 1$ 2

; (17)
_EðxÞ ¼  32
5

2x5

1þ ðPN-PP corr:Þ
þ 6m1 þ 3m2
m1
1
M5
x5 þ 1$ 2

: (18)
Here 1 ¼ ðm1Þ and 2 ¼ ðm2Þ are the tidal deform-
abilities of stars 1 and 2, respectively.M ¼ m1 þm2 is the
total mass, 
 ¼ m1m2=M2 is the symmetric mass ratio,
and x is the post-Newtonian dimensionless parameter
given by x ¼ ð!MÞ2=3, where ! is the orbital angular
frequency. One can then use
dx=dt ¼ _E
dE=dx
(19)
to estimate the evolution of the quadrupole gravitational
wave phase  via d=dt ¼ 2! ¼ 2x3=2=M. The effect of
the tidal distortion on these quantities was previously
computed in Refs. [8,9,12] in terms of the gauge-
dependent orbital separation. When these results are con-
verted to the gauge invariant quantity x, taking into account
the tidal correction to the radius-frequency relation, the
expressions obtained in the previous studies agree with our
Eqs. (17) and (18).
Each equation of state gives in this approximation a
known phase contribution as a function of m1 and m2, or
as a function of the total massM ¼ m1 þm2 and the mass
ratio m2=m1, via ðm1Þ and ðm2Þ for that EOS. Although
we calculated  for individual neutron stars, the universal-
ity of the neutron-star core equation of state allows us to
predict the tidal phase contribution for a given binary
system from each EOS. Following [11], we discuss the
constraint on the weighted average
~ ¼ 1
26

m1 þ 12m2
m1
1 þm2 þ 12m1m2 2

; (20)
which reduces to  in the equal-mass case. The contribu-
tion to d=dx from the tidal deformation, which adds
linearly to the known PP phase evolution, is
d
dx
T¼ 
195
8
x3=2 ~
M5

: (21)
The weighted average ~ is plotted as a function of chirp
massM ¼ ðm1m2Þ3=5=M1=5 in Fig. 3 for three of the EOS
and for three values of 
: equal mass (
 ¼ 0:25), large but
plausible mass ratio [42] (
 ¼ 0:242), and extremely large
mass ratio (
 ¼ 0:222).
We can determine the significance of the tidal effect on
gravitational waveforms in a given frequency range by
considering the resulting change in phase accumulated as
a function of frequency. In the case of template-based
searches, for example, a drift in phase of half a cycle leads
to destructive interference between the signal and tem-
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FIG. 3. Weighted ~ for a range of chirp mass M and sym-
metric mass ratio 
, for three of the EOSs considered above. The
values of 
 equal to f0:25; 0:242; 0:222g correspond to the mass
ratios m2=m1 ¼ f1:0; 0:7; 0:5g. Also plotted (as in Fig. 2) are the
uncertainties ~ in measuring ~ for a binary at 100 Mpc
between 10–450 Hz. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves
correspond to ~ for 
 ¼ 0:25, 0.242, and 0.222, respectively.
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plate, halting the accumulation of signal-to-noise ratio.
The phase contributions to binary neutron stars of various
masses from a range of realistic tidal deformabilities are
plotted in Fig. 4.
The post-Newtonian formalism itself is sensitive to
high-order corrections at the frequencies at which the tidal
effect becomes significant; as reference, we show in Fig. 4
the phase difference between the 3.0PN and 3.5PN expan-
sions, as well as that from varying the form of the post-
Newtonian Taylor expansion from T4 to T1.4 An accurate
knowledge of the underlying point-particle dynamics
will be important to resolve the effects of tidal
deformation on the gravitational wave phase evolution at
these frequencies.
The half-cycle or more contribution to the gravitational
wave phase at relatively low frequencies suggests that this
effect could be measurable. Flanagan and Hinderer [11]
first calculated the measurability for frequencies below
400 Hz, where the approximations leading to the tidal
phase correction are well justified. We extend the same
computation of measurability to a range of masses and
mass ratios. We take noise curves from the projected NS-
NS optimized Advanced LIGO configuration [45], as well
as a proposed noise spectrum of the Einstein Telescope
[46]. These noise curves are representative of the antici-
pated sensitivities of the two detectors. Our results do not
change significantly for alternate configurations which
have similar sensitivities in the frequency range of interest.
We also extend the computation to a slightly higher
cutoff frequency. As estimated in the Appendix, our cal-
culation should still be fairly robust at 450 Hz, as the
contributions to the phase evolution from various higher-
order effects are Oð10%Þ of the leading-order tidal contri-
bution. The uncertainty in the phase contribution from a
given EOS is therefore significantly smaller than the order
of magnitude range of phase contributions over the full set
of realistic EOS.
The rms uncertainty ~ in the measurement of ~ is
computed using the standard Fisher matrix formalism
[47]. Assuming a strong signal h and Gaussian detector
noise, the signal parameters i have probability distribu-
tion pðiÞ / expðð1=2ÞijijÞ, where i ¼ i  ^i
is the difference between the parameters and their best-fit
values ^i and ij ¼ ð@h=@i; @h=@jÞ is the Fisher infor-
mation matrix. The parentheses denote the inner product
defined in [47]. The rms measurement error in i is given
by a diagonal element of the inverse Fisher, or covariance,
matrix: i ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1Þiip .
Using the stationary phase approximation and neglect-
ing post-Newtonian corrections to the amplitude, the
Fourier transform of the waveform for spinning point
masses is given by ~hðfÞ ¼Af7=6 expðiÞ, where the
FIG. 4 (color online). The reduction in accumulated gravita-
tional wave phase due to tidal effects, 3:5;PPðfGWÞ 
3:5;ðfGWÞ, is plotted with thick lines as a function of gravita-
tional wave frequency, for a range of  appropriate for realistic
neutron-star EOS and the masses considered. The 3.5 post-
Newtonian TaylorT4 PN specification is used as the point-
particle reference for the phase calculations. For reference, the
difference in accumulated phase between 3.0 and 3.5 post-
Newtonian orders of T4 (thin dashed line), and the difference
between 3.5 post-Newtonian T4 and 3.5 post-Newtonian T1 (thin
dotted line) are also shown. Phase accumulations are integrated
from a starting frequency of 10 Hz.
4For an explanation of the differences between T4 and T1, see
[43,44].
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point-mass contribution to the phase is given to 3.5 post-
Newtonian order in Ref. [48]. The tidal term
tidal ¼  117
~x5=2
8
M5
(22)
obtained from Eq. (A5) adds linearly to this, yielding a
phase model with 7 parameters ðtc; c;M; 
; ; ; ~Þ,
where  and  are spin parameters. We incorporate the
maximum spin constraint for the NSs by assuming a
Gaussian prior for  and  as in [47]. The uncertainties
computed will depend on the choice of point-particle phase
evolution, but we assume this to be exactly the 3.5PN form
for the current analysis.
The rms measurement uncertainty of ~, along with the
uncertainties in chirp massM and symmetric mass ratio

, are given in Table II and plotted in Figs. 2 and 3, from a
single-detector observation of a binary at 100Mpc distance
with amplitude averaged over inclinations and sky posi-
tions. If the best-fit ~ is zero, this represents a 1- upper
bound on the physical ~. A signal with best-fit ~  ~
would allow a measurement rather than a constraint of ~,
with 1- uncertainty of ~.
We obtain the following approximate formula for the
rms measurement uncertainty ~, which is accurate to
better than 4% for the range of masses 0:1M  m1,m2 
3:0M and cutoff frequencies 400 Hz  fend  500 Hz:
~ 	 

M
M

2:5

m2
m1

0:1

fend
Hz
2:2 D
100Mpc

; (23)
where  ¼ 1:0 1042 g cm2 s2 for a single Advanced
LIGO detector and  ¼ 8:4 1040 g cm2 s2 for a single
Einstein Telescope detector.
Our results show that the measurability of tidal effects
decreases steeply with the total mass of the binary.
Estimates of the measurement uncertainty for an equal-
mass binary inspiral in a single detector with projected
sensitivities of Advanced LIGO and the Einstein
Telescope, at a volume-averaged distance of 100 Mpc
and using only the portion of the signal between 10–
450 Hz, are shown in Fig. 2, together with the values of
 predicted by various EOS models. Measurability is less
sensitive to mass ratio, as seen in Fig. 3. Comparing the
magnitude of the resulting upper bounds on  with the
expected range for realistic EOS, we find that the predicted
 are greatest and the measurement uncertainty  is
smallest for neutron stars at the low end of the expected
mass range for NS-NS inspirals of (1M–1:7M) [49].
In a single Advanced LIGO detector, only extremely
stiff EOS could be constrained with a typical 100 Mpc
observation. However, a rare nearby event could allow
more interesting constraints, as the uncertainty scales as
the distance to the source. Rate estimates for detection of
binary neutron stars are often given in terms of a minimum
signal-to-noise c ¼ 8; a recent estimate [50] is between 2
and 64 binary neutron-star detections per year for a single
Advanced LIGO interferometer with a volume-averaged
range of 187 Mpc. The rate of binaries with a volume-
averaged distance smaller than 100 Mpc translates to
roughly ð100=187Þ3 ’ 15% of this total detection rate,
but over multiple years of observation a rare event could
give measurements of ~with uncertainties smaller than the
values in Table II (e.g. with half the tabled uncertainty at
1.9% of the total NS-NS rate).
Using information from a network of N detectors with
the same sensitivity decreases the measurement uncer-
tainty by approximately a factor of 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
p
[51], giving
more reason for optimism. However, we should also note
that, in some ways, our estimates of uncertainty are already
too optimistic. First,  only represents a 68% confidence
in the measurement; a 2 error bar would give a more
reasonable 95% confidence. In addition, our Fisher matrix
estimates are likely to somewhat underestimate the mea-
surement uncertainty in real non-Gaussian noise.
In contrast to Advanced LIGO, an Einstein Telescope
detector with currently projected noise would be sensitive
to tidal effects for typical binaries, using only the signal
below 450 Hz at 100 Mpc. The tidal signal in this regime
would provide a clean signature of the neutron-star core
equation of state. However, an accurate understanding of
the underlying point-particle phase evolution is still im-
portant to confidently distinguish EOS effects.
TABLE II. The rms measurement error in various binary pa-
rameters (chirp massM, symmetric mass ratio 
, and weighted
average ~ of the tidal deformabilities) for a range of total mass
M and mass ratio m2=m1, together with the signal-to-noise ratio
, using only the information in the portion of the inspiral signal
between 10 Hz  f  450 Hz. The distance is set at 100 Mpc,
and the amplitude is averaged over sky position and relative
inclination.
Advanced LIGO
M ðMÞ m2=m1 M=M 
=
 ~ð1036 g cm2 s2Þ 
2.0 1.0 0.000 28 0.073 8.4 27
2.8 1.0 0.000 37 0.055 19.3 35
3.4 1.0 0.000 46 0.047 31.3 41
2.0 0.7 0.000 26 0.058 8.2 26
2.8 0.7 0.000 27 0.058 18.9 35
3.4 0.7 0.000 28 0.055 30.5 41
2.8 0.5 0.000 37 0.06 17.8 33
Einstein Telescope
M ðMÞ m2=m1 M=M 
=
 ~ð1036 g cm2 s2Þ 
2.0 1.0 0.000 015 0.0058 0.70 354
2.8 1.0 0.000 021 0.0043 1.60 469
3.4 1.0 0.000 025 0.0038 2.58 552
2.0 0.7 0.000 015 0.0058 0.68 349
2.8 0.7 0.000 021 0.0045 1.56 462
3.4 0.7 0.000 025 0.0038 2.52 543
2.8 0.5 0.000 020 0.0048 1.46 442
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Expected measurement uncertainty will decrease if we
can extend the calculation later into the inspiral. From
Eq. (23), ~ at 500 Hz is approximately 79% of its value
at 450 Hz. The dominant source of error in the tidal
phasing at these frequencies are post-Newtonian effects
which scale as x7=2 and do not depend on any additional
EOS parameters. These terms are computed in Ref. [19],
and when they are incorporated into the analysis,
the resulting phase evolution model can be used at
slightly higher frequencies. These terms also add
10%ðf=450 HzÞ2=3 to the strength of the tidal signature.
Higher-order tidal effects and nonlinear hydrodynamic
couplings, which depend on unknown NS microphysics,
are smaller than post-Newtonian effects by factors of x
and x2, so they become important later in the inspiral,
where the adiabatic approximation that the mode fre-
quency is large compared to the orbital frequency also
breaks down. At this point we can no longer measure
only ~, but an EOS-dependent combination of effects
including higher multipoles, nonlinearity, and tidal
resonances.
However, information in the late inspiral could also
constrain the underlying neutron-star EOS. Read et al.
[52] estimated potential measurability of EOS effects in
the last few orbits of binary inspiral, where the gravita-
tional wave frequency is above 500 Hz, using full numeri-
cal simulations. The EOS used for the simulation was
systematically varied by shifting the pressure in the core
while keeping the crust fixed. The resulting models were
parametrized, either by a fiducial pressure or by the radius
of the isolated NS model, and measurability in Advanced
LIGO was estimated. Such numerical simulations include
all the higher-order EOS effects described above, but the
l ¼ 2 tidal deformability parameter  should remain the
dominant source of EOS-dependent modification of the
phase evolution. We therefore expect it to be a better
choice for a single parameter to characterize EOS effects
on the late inspiral.
The numerically simulated models of [52] can be repar-
ametrized by the  of the 1:35M neutron stars consid-
ered.5 The uncertainty of measurement for the new
parameter  can be estimated from Tables II–V of [52].
In the broadband Advanced LIGO configuration of
Table IV, it is between 0.3 and 4 1036 g cm2 s2 for an
optimally oriented 100Mpc binary, or between 0.7 and 9
1036 g cm2 s2 averaged over sky position and orientation.
However, in the NS-NS optimized LIGO configuration of
Table III, which is most similar to the Advanced LIGO
configuration considered in this paper, the expected mea-
surement uncertainty is more than several times  for all
models. These estimates should be considered order of
magnitude, as numerical simulation errors are significant,
and the discrete sampling of a parameter space allows
only a coarse measurability estimate which neglects pa-
rameter correlations. In contrast to the perturbative/post-
Newtonian estimate of EOS effects calculated in this paper,
EOS information in the signal before the start of numerical
simulations is neglected. The estimate is complementary to
the measurability below 450 Hz estimated in this paper.
V. CONCLUSION
We have calculated the relativistic l ¼ 2 Love number
k2 and resulting tidal deformability  for a wide range of
realistic EOS in addition to polytropes. These EOS have
tidal deformabilities that differ by up to an order of mag-
nitude in the mass range relevant for binary neutron stars.
However, the estimated uncertainty ~ for a binary
neutron-star inspiral at 100 Mpc using the Advanced
LIGO sensitivity below 450 Hz is greater than the largest
values of ~ except for very low-mass binaries. The uncer-
tainty for the Einstein Telescope, on the other hand, is
approximately an order of magnitude smaller than for
Advanced LIGO, and a measurement of ~ will rule out a
significant fraction of the EOS.
Advanced LIGO can place a constraint on the space of
possible EOS by obtaining a 95% confidence upper limit of
~ðM; 
Þ & 2~ðM; 
Þ. The tables in Sec. IV can also be
scaled as follows: For a network of N detectors the uncer-
tainty scales roughly as ~=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
p
, and for a closer signal we
have ~ðD=100 MpcÞ.
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APPENDIX: ACCURACY OF THE PHASING
MODEL
To assess the accuracy of the simple phase evolution
model, we compute the corrections to the tidal phase
perturbation due to several EOS-dependent effects: the
leading-order finite mode-frequency terms, higher-order
tidal effects, and nonlinear hydrodynamic couplings. For
simplicity, we will only derive the phase corrections for
one star with internal degrees of freedom coupled to a point
mass. The terms for the other star simply add. For such a
5The piecewise polytrope EOS f2B;B;HB;H; 2Hg have
1:35M of f0:588; 1:343; 1:964; 2:828; 10:842g  1036 g cm2 s2,
respectively.
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binary system, the Lagrangian can then be written as
L ¼ 1
2

M _r2 þ 1
2

Mr2 _’2 þ 
M
2
r
 1
2
QijEij
þ 1
4!20
ð _Qij _Qij !20QijQijÞ 
1
6
QijkEijk
þ 1
123!
2
03
ð _Qijk _Qijk !203QijkQijkÞ
 
3
QijQjkQki: (A1)
Here, the star’s static mass quadrupoleQij parametrizes the
l ¼ 2 modes of the star, which can be treated as harmonic
oscillators that are driven below their resonant frequency
by the companion’s tidal field. The tensor Qijk parame-
trizes the star’s mass octupole degrees of freedom, and Eij
and Eijk are the l ¼ 2 and l ¼ 3 tidal tensors, respectively,
which are given by Eij ¼ @i@jðm2=rÞ and Eijk ¼
@i@j@kðm2=rÞ in Newtonian gravity. The l ¼ 3 deform-
ability constant 3 is defined by Qijk ¼ 3Eijk. The
quantities !0 and !03 are the l ¼ 2 and l ¼ 3 f-mode
frequencies, and  is a coupling constant for the leading-
order nonlinear hydrodynamic interactions. In general, one
would need to sum over the contributions from all the
modes, but other modes contribute negligibly in the regime
of interest for the above model (see [11]). Post-Newtonian
effects on the Lagrangian for the binary are derived in
Ref. [19] and can simply be added to those derived here.
We will be interested in finding an effective description
of the dynamics of the system for quasicircular inspirals in
the adiabatic limit, where the radiation reaction time scale
is long compared to the orbital time scale. From equilib-
rium solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equations derived
from this Lagrangian, the following radius-frequency rela-
tion is obtained:
rð!Þ ¼ M1=3!2=3

1þ 3m2!
10=3
M5=3m1
þ 9m2!
10=3
M5=3m1
!2
!20
þ 203m2!
14=3
M7=3m1
 27m
2
2!
16=3
2M8=3m1
 27
2m22!
20=3
M10=3m21

:
(A2)
The equilibrium energy, obtained by reversing the signs of
the potential energy terms in the Lagrangian, is given by
E ¼  1
2

M5=3!2=3

1 9m2!
10=3
M5=3m1
 45m2!
10=3
M5=3m1
!2
!20
 653m2!
14=3
M7=3m1
þ 42m
2
2!
16=3
M8=3m1
þ 63
2m22!
20=3
M10=3m21

:
(A3)
The energy flux _E ¼  15 hQ
:::T
ijQ
:::T
iji, where QTij ¼
r2ðninj  13ijÞ þQij is the total quadrupole moment, is
_E ¼  32
5

2M10=3!10=3

1þ 6!
10=3
M2=3m1

2
m2
M
þ 1

þ 12!
10=3
M2=3m1
!2
!20

3
m2
M
þ 2

þ 803m2!
14=3
M7=3m1
 36m2!
16=3
M5=3m1

3m2
2M
þ 1

þ 9
2!20=3
M4=3m21

1 2m2
M
 6m
2
2
M2

: (A4)
Using the formula d2=d!2 ¼ 2ðdE=d!Þ= _E in the sta-
tionary phase approximation and integrating twice leads to
the final expression for the tidal phase correction:
 ¼  9x
5=2
16
M5

m1 þ 12m2
m1

 45x
5=2
1408
M5
!2
!20

8m1 þ 155m2
m1

 125
12
3x
9=2

M7
m2
m1
þ 135m2x
11=2
352
M8

m1 þ 13m2
m1

 3
2x5
64
M10

M2  2m2M 83m22
m21

: (A5)
We will analyze the information contained in the portion
of the signal at frequencies f  450 Hz. This is slightly
higher than previously considered, and we now argue that
in this frequency band, the simple model of the phase
correction is still sufficiently accurate for our purposes.
We will evaluate all of the corrections for the case of equal
masses m1 ¼ m2 
 m. An estimate of the fractional errors
for the case of m ¼ 1:4M and R ¼ 15 km is given in
parentheses.
(1) Post-1-Newtonian corrections ( 10%): These cor-
rections give rise to terms / x7=2 that add to those
in Eq. (A5). The explicit form of these terms is
computed in Ref. [19] and they depend on the NS
physics only via the same parameter  as the
Newtonian tidal terms, so they can easily be incor-
porated into the data analysis method. Preliminary
estimates indicate that for equal masses, these post-
1 Newtonian effects will increase the tidal signal.
(2) Adiabatic approximations ( & 1%): The approxima-
tion that the radiation reaction time is much longer
than the orbital time is extremely accurate, to better
than 1%; see Fig. 2 of Ref. [11], which compares the
phase error obtained from numerically integrating
the equations of motion supplemented with the
leading-order gravitational wave dissipation terms
to that obtained analytically using the adiabatic
approximation. The accuracy of the approximation
! !0 can be estimated from the fractional cor-
rection to (A5), which is ð815=1144Þð!=!0Þ2 
0:18ðf=f0Þ2, where f ¼ != and f0 ¼ !0=ð2Þ.
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For typical NS models the l ¼ 2 f-mode frequency
is [53]
f0
kHz
	 0:78þ 1:64

m
1:4M

1=2

R
10 km
3=2
;
(A6)
so that the fractional correction is 0:012 for f ¼
450 Hz and for a conservatively low f-mode fre-
quency of f0 ¼ 1700 Hz.
(3) Higher-order tidal effects ( & 0:7%): The l ¼ 3
correction to the gravitational wave phase (A5) is
smaller than the l ¼ 2 contribution by a factor of
ð25=351Þðk3=k2Þðm=RÞ2x2  0:007, for m=R ¼
0:14 and a stiff n ¼ 0:5 polytrope. Here, we have
defined the l ¼ 3 Love number k3 ¼ ð15=2Þ3R7
and used the values k2 ¼ 0:17 and k3 ¼ 0:06 from
Ref. [18].
(4) Nonlinear hydrodynamic corrections ( 0:1%):
The leading nonlinear hydrodynamic corrections
are characterized by the coupling coefficient =3
in the action. The size of this parameter can be
estimated by comparing the Newtonian k2 to the
coupling constants in Lai’s ellipsoidal models (e.g.
Table 1 of [54]) to be !2= 2 103. The
nonlinear self-coupling term in Eq. (A5) is smaller
than the leading l ¼ 2 term by a factor
285!2=ð572Þ  0:001.
(5) Spin corrections ( & 0:3%): Fractional corrections
to the tidal signal due to spin scale as
spin
tidal
/

!spin
!max

2
; (A7)
where !max is the maximum rotational frequency
the star can have before breakup, which for most NS
models is >2ð1000 HzÞ. The observed NS-NS
binaries which will merge within a Hubble time
have spin periods of 23–104 ms, and near the
coalescence they will have slowed down due to
e.g. magnetic braking, with final spin periods of
50–130 ms. The fractional corrections to the tidal
signal due to the spin are then & 0:3%.
If the stars have spin, there will also be a spin-
induced correction to the phase, as discussed in
Refs. [9,12]. In the slow rotation limit (which is
likely to be the relevant regime for the binaries we
consider), the effect of spin on the phasing can be
computed using similar methods as for the tidal
corrections. The resulting spin-induced phase
correction scales as s  345n2R2=
ð32
M2x1=2Þ!2spin=ðm1=R3Þ, where !spin is the
spin frequency and n2 is the rotational Love number,
which for Newtonian stars is the same as the tidal
Love number k2. The scaling of the spin term as
/ x1=2 shows that only at large separation do spin
effects dominate over tidal effects, which scale as
/ x5=2. For spin periods of50 ms and R 5m, the
spin-induced phase correction s becomes
smaller than the tidal correction at frequencies
above 170 Hz. This agrees with the results of
the more detailed analysis of the relative importance
of spin and tidal effects in Ref. [12].
(6) Nonlinear response to the tidal field ( & 3%):
We have linearized in . Including terms
/ 2 gives a fractional correction in Eq. (A5) of
ð83=7488Þk2R5x5=2=m5 ¼ 4:8
1011k2ðm=MÞ10=3ðR=kmÞ5ðf=HzÞ5=3¼0:31k2.
(7) Viscous dissipation (negligible): There have been
several analytical and numerical studies of the effect
of viscosity during the early part of the inspiral, e.g.
[8,9]. They found that viscous dissipation is negli-
gible during the early inspiral if the volume-
averaged shear viscosity 
shear is

shear & 10
29

r
R

2
g cm1 s1: (A8)
The expected microscopic viscosity of NSs is [55]

micr 1022


1014 g cm3

9=4

T
106 K
2
gcm1 s1;
(A9)
which is orders of magnitude too small to lead to any
significant effect. Avariety of other likely sources of
viscosity, e.g. the breaking or crumpling of the crust,
are also insignificant [8,9] in the regime of interest
to us.
Thus, systematic errors in the measured value of  due
to errors in the model should be Oð10%Þ, which is small
compared to the current uncertainty of an order of magni-
tude in .
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